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Because I've asked it so many times, and because I have an audiobook to refresh my memory-that's a handy dandy list for you. I'm sure this is incomplete, but at least it's all stories that I'd like to include on PURPOSE. A list of fairy tales, children's rhymes and classic fantasy novels mentioned in
Enchanted (in order... EXPLORE It's been a busy week leading up to the Florida crossing (I say, with balcony seat windows now overlooking Niagara Falls) - I've posted a lot of stuff all over intarwebs, but I've been remiss about linking them to the blog. So here you go! The tale of last Monday Rant
(remember if you want to step in and donate... EXPLORE Here it is... Rant you've been waiting for! Especially to celebrate the World Book Night 2014. Enjoy and share your love of reading! Xox EXPLORE As promised, here's a little speech I gave at the World Book Night to give a reception last night at
the Gum Springs Library. xox and Words have power. That phrase was told by Mama Woodcater to her youngest daughter Sunday, in my Enchanted novel. Words have power. We all know it's true... Of course, in my book, I took ... EXPLORE ENCHANTED sponsors the World Book Evening Twitter feed
today! If you're on Twitter, @WBNAmerica your favorite fairy tale using the hashtag #WBNLoves - and thank you for your love! Xox EXPLORE The new Rant tale is live! Today, Princess Aleteya rants about Grimm's fairy tale Limeling. This fairy tale could be the basis for the character Trix in the series
Sisters of the Lumberjacks ... Fans of Enchanted will especially like to see how aspects of this fairy tale have been woven into the novel. Enjoy! EXPLORE World Book Night may not be here until April 23... but that doesn't mean people can't celebrate every day until then! Today, Charmed was chosen as
the book of the day. All day today on the WBN Facebook page and WBN Twitter account (@wbnamerica/#BookOfTheDay), we will celebrate ENCHANTED. Take it, spread it... EXPLORE HERO landed in bookstores today and exploded all over the intarwebs in a big way! At Waterworld Mermaids, I blog
about my exciting, almost supernatural ability to pull things off at the last minute. Includes several statistics on Beloved, the first draft of which I finished last night around 11pm. (Click here to read and enter... EXPLORE In an attempt to spend more time on Tumblr, I discovered (thanks to Alma Katz's
social media roundup) some fabulous quote-making websites... and I'm having an explosion. Yes yes... I know... Now I have to go back to WRITING NOVELS... EXPLORE Hey, mom- I know you couldn't be in New York for my book Wonder Panel on Wednesday, but that's good because one of my lovely
new friends from MISTI-Con was brilliant to record me introducing myself, my love for fairy fairy and my resume Charmed. It's nine minutes Princess Alethea Awesomeness! (And for something I threw ... EXPLORE My first entry for The Tale of Frenzy is a book that swept me off my feet. Despite some
reservations and caveats, I genuinely enjoyed this hilarious romp through the land of fairy tales and ate the second book right after (review very soon). Alethea Kontis is doing what I suspect many other YA authors are trying to do, but not. Write a story that can be read even by young children (no sex, no
swearing, almost no violence), but it's still more than nice for adults. ENCHANTED by Alethea Kontis Published: Harcourt, 2012 Hardback: 320 pages Series: Woodcutter Sisters #1 My rating: 7.5/10 First sentence: My name is Sunday Woodman and I'm doomed to a happy life. Tales Retold Retold by
Frog Prince Cinderella and some others that lead in spoiler territory Summary It's not easy to be quite overlooked and the hapless younger brother sisters named after the other six days of the week. Sunday's only consolation is writing stories, though what she writes has a terrible tendency to come true.
When Sunday meets an enchanted frog who asks about her stories, they become friends. Soon this friendship deepens into something magical. One Sunday night kisses her frog goodbye and walks away, not realizing that her love has turned him back into Rumbold, Crown Prince of Arylland, and the
family of a Sunday man despises. The Prince returns to his castle, intending to make Sunday fall in love with him as the man he is, not the frog he was. But Sunday is not so easy to care for. How can she feel such a strange, strong attraction to this prince she barely knows? And what perverted secrets
are hidden in his past - and her? Review Usually, I would avoid a book with a cover like this. My prejudice against some young adult books - especially those involving romance - may not be entirely unfounded, but it is certainly unfair to a range of books. So I jumped over my shadow and took it on a whim.
I just read a few stories in my annotated classic tale and was in the right frame of mind. It's supposedly a retelling of Frog Prince and Cinderella, but Alethea Kontis manages to sneak into references to a ton of other fairy tales. Part of the fun was the discovery of these little Easter eggs, which, while not
adding much of the plot, filled me with glee. Sunday is the seventh daughter of a seventh daughter. She and her sisters are named after the days of the week, which I found confusing and silly little trick, but hey, it's better than a billion Cindy Ella, Danielle, Ella, Rella, and that's you. Each of the sisters has
a gift (or curse?) and we met them all at the very beginning of the book when Sunday tells about his family. She and this frog named Grumble Grumble friends and, after three days - I repeat: three days - apparently that friendship has turned into true love (capital letters, Shrek-and-Fiona-kiss True Love!).
Sunday kisses her frog goodbye every day, but has to go away so quickly on the third day that she doesn't notice him turning back into Prince Rumbold, a man her family despises. Because they have a story. Which brings me to the first reason I loved this book. Both Sunday and her prince get a back
story. While Sunday sheds the beans on her family history right into the first chapter, rumbold's discovery of the past and personality is a slower affair and much more satisfying. It's a great change to make fairy-tale characters feel like real people. Rumbold struggles with remembering who he was before
his charm, but his closest friends remain loyal to him no matter what and make him even more likeable. They also eased the mood with their banter whenever Rumbold needed it most. I admit I have a very soft place in my heart for Rumbold's buddies. Some sisters, and their parents, easily fall into their
roles, while others are less transparent. Figuring out who is who and how they will fit into which fairy tale just added to the reading pleasure. I also found it refreshing that most of them behaved like teenagers. Sunday may be a kind-hearted young woman, but she also has moments of selfishness and
anguish, she doesn't always know how to handle her feelings, she's a little naive. All this makes it relatable for those who have gone through this teenage period of hormones and madness. Saturday is a kind of trail-heavy blow-heavy-hitting sister who chops wood with her father and brother, Friday is
mostly Beth of Little Women, and Wednesday is a quiet, mopey poet who hides in her tower room all day. But not everything is as simple as it seems at first glance. Despite setting up a classic fairy tale bill, this family clumped together and their love for each other - although shown differently from different
family members - was palpable and gave me a wonderful feeling of coming home after a long journey. This feeling of home and warmth and family is what Alethea Kontis does best. I, mean course, read the second novel in the series, and can happily report that the trend is ongoing. If you don't fall in love
with the Woodcater family, you have no hope, my friends. I had my doubts about romance because it all happens so fast. As soon as Rumbold recovers in his human form and the king throws three balls in his honor, however, I slowly began to believe it. Sunday and Rumbold's second first meeting was
far more romantic and charming than the brief descriptions of their conversations when he was still a frog. Now, Rumbold in love on Sunday, so it's not too far brought for to fall in love with her even more during the balls. But Sunday, believing that her frog friend is gone or dead, falling so fast for a new
man tense my suspension of disbelief. Despite almost insta-love (which should be forgiven in a fairy tale, if nowhere else) I couldn't put the book down. The style of writing ranges from simple to beautifully poetic, but it always remains interesting. For someone like me who prefers dark fairy tales to be so
fascinated by pure stories without any swearing, sex or violence, all the more surprising. There is a brief scene at the end involving a bit of blood - villains must be defeated in the end - but other than that, this book is suitable for children and adults of all ages. I don't quite know how it happened, but I fell in
love with lumberjacks, Prince Rambold and his friends. The second book, Hero, will focus on Saturday, and the third - coming out in 2015 - on Friday. I hope Alethea Kontis will get to tell each sister's tale and then add a bonus story for their changing brother Trix. This guy is too big not to get his own
romance. MY RATING: 7.5 - Very good woodcutter sisters: 1: Gold of the Fool and fairy stones My name is Sunday Woodcutter and I'm doomed to a happy life. I am the seventh daughter of Jack and the Seventh Woodman, Jack's seventh son and seventh daughter. Dad's dream was to give birth to the
enchanted, all-dead Seventh Son of the Seventh Son. His mother told him seven girls or seven boys, depending on what was first. Jack Junior was the first. Dad was in high spirits. His dream died the morning I popped out, gay and Bonnie and good and gay, seven daughters later. Fortunately, the first
place did not stop Jack Junior from the prodigy. I never knew my older brother, but I know his legend. All of Arylland's children grew up in the shadow of Jack, his younger brothers and sisters more than most. I never knew a time when I wasn't surrounded by excessive songs and stories about Jack Jr.'s
exploits. To this day, many new things continue to flow about the countryside. I've heard them all. (Well, everything except the Forbidden Tale. But I know the most important story: the story of his passing while he served in the King's Royal Guard. Once, in a fit of pique or passion (depending on the bard),
he killed a valuable puppy Prince Rambold. As punishment, the evil fairy of the prince mowed Jack Junior into a mongrel and forced him to take the place of the puppy. Nothing else was heard from him. They say my family was never the same after that. I would like to know my father how fairy tales
portray him then: loud, confident, and opinions. Now he is just a strong, quiet man, satisfied with his place in life. It's no secret that the pope doesn't have allegiance to Arylland's royal family, but he never said a word. Their. My older brother's name is Peter. My third brother Trix. Trix was a baby
throwaway that Dad discovered in the limbs of a tree on the edge of a tree one winter working day before I was born. As her mother says, Trix was a son she didn't need to give birth to, and he made Dad happy. She already had too many children to feed, what was another? Me and my sisters: What are
you doing? Sunday's head was snatched from her diary. She chose this place for her solitude, driving a half-baked path through the undergrowth to the decaying rocks of an abandoned well, confident that she had escaped from her family. And yet, the voice that interrupted her thoughts was not familiar to
her. Her eyes took a moment to adjust, slowly focusing on the mottled shadows of the afternoon sun thrown through the dance leaves. Forgive me? She asked a polite request to her unknown visitor to make him open, whether real or imagined, dead or alive, fairy or, I said, What are you doing? A frog.
Sunday caused her gaping mouth shut. Caught by surprise, she sprayed the truth: I tell myself stories. The frog considered her answer. He balanced himself on his spotted hind legs and blinked at it with his bulbous eyes. Why? You don't have anyone you can tell them? Aside from the break, he
maintained an air of polite decency. He's smart, too, he thought on Sunday. He must have been human before he was cursed. The beasts of the tree have only ever spoken in wise riddles and almost truth. I have a pretty big family, actually, with lots of stories. Only... Just now? Only no one wants to hear
them. I know, the frog said. Read me your story, the story you just wrote there, and I'll listen. She liked that frog. Sunday smiled, but slowly closed his book. You don't want to hear that story. Why not? It's not very interesting. What's it? It's about me. That's why no one in my family wants to hear it. They
already know everything about me. The frog stretched out on his sun-dappled rock as he settled into a sun lounger. She could tell by his body language -- much more human than a frog -- wouldn't be turning him away. I don't know anything about you, he said. You can start your story. It was completely
absurd. The absurdity that Sunday was in the middle of a tree talking to a frog. It's absurd that he wanted to know about her. It's absurd that he'll care. It was so absurd that she opened her magazine and started reading from the top of the page. My name is Sunday Woodman, Wormble, a frog croaks. If
you're going to grumble through all this, why did you ask me to read it in the first place? You said your name is Sunday woodcutter, said frog. My name is Grumble. A. Her face was hot. Sunday asks briefly if the frog could say that a man blushing or if they were one of the many colorblind inhabitants of the
forest. She was a little bent. It's very nice to meet you, Grumble. To your service, Grumble said. Please continue your story. It was embarrassing, since Sunday had never read her reflections aloud to anyone. She cleared her throat several times. More than once she had to stop after suggesting she
quickly stumbled through and start again slower. Her voice seemed too, and the words felt alien, and sometimes wrong; she resisted the urge to scratch them or change them as she went along. She was worried that this frog that used to be-human would hear her words and think she was stupid. He
wouldn't want anything to do with her anymore. He thanks her for the time and she will never see him again. If her young life had come to this? Was she so desperate for a reasonable conversation that she was willing to bare her soul with a complete stranger? Sunday realized as she continued to read
that it didn't matter. She'd be sad to know who she was. As long as she sat under the writing tree, she thought it would take longer to read it, but Sunday came to an end now altogether. I wanted to talk about my sisters, she apologised, but... The frog was strangely silent. He was looking into the woods.
Sunday turned her face to the sun. She was afraid of his next words. If he didn't like the letter, he didn't like it, and everything she's done in her entire life would be for nothing. Which was foolish, but she was stupid and absurd and sometimes ungrateful, but she promised the gods that she would not be
ungrateful now, no matter what the frog said. If he had said anything at all. And then, finally: I remember a snowy winter night. It was so cold outside that your fingertips were burning if you put them on the window pane. I tried it only once. He let out a long croak. I remember the warm, crackling fire on the
hearth so great that I could stand in it twice. There was a puppy choking me with love, like puppies a slinging do. I was his whole world. He needed me, and I felt that... how I had a purpose. I remember how happy I was. Maybe the happiest I've been in my life. The frog closed her eyes and bowed his
head. I don't remember much of my life before. But now, just now, I remember it. Thank you. Sunday folded her trembling fingers together and swallowed a lump in her throat. He was definitely a man in the body of a frog, and he was sad. She couldn't think what she said was moving him like that, but that
wasn't the point. She touched him. Not only is he like a frog, but the man he once was. A more gracious response Sunday could never have imagined. I'm honored,' she said, because she was. And then I interrupted you. cut off from his fabulous tone into a more playful one. I'm sorry. How can you I don't
have many visitors. You honor me by indulging in your words, good lady. Do you write often? Yes. Every morning and every night and every moment I can sneak in between. Do you always write about your family? Sunday turned the pages of her endless magazine-her nameday gift from Fairy God-Joypast her thumb. It was a nervous habit that she had all her life. I'm afraid to write anything else. Why is that? Maybe it was because honesty was intoxicating liberation or because he was a frog, not a human being, but she felt strangely comfortable with Grumble. She had already told him so much about
her life, more than anyone ever cared to know. Why should she stop now? What I write... Ok... they tend to come true. And not at its best. For example? I didn't want to collect eggs one morning, so I wrote down that I shouldn't have. That night, the chicken coop was fondled. No one got an egg that
morning. Another time I didn't want to go to the market with my family. Did the car break the wheel? I got the flu and was in bed for a week,' she said with a smile. Regret is not a strong enough word. I think not, Grumble said. And now you wonder what would happen if I wrote that you were free of your
spell. The thought crossed my mind. You might not go back as a human, but like a mouse or a mule or a tiger that would eat me alive. You can come back as a man, but not like the man you were for. Perhaps you're missing something vital, like your arms or legs, or, My mind? grumbled. Breath, He said
earnestly Sunday. . We always have to be careful what we want. That's right. If I write only about events that have already occurred, there is no danger of my accidental change of the future. No one, except the gods, should have power over such things. It's a very practical solution. Yes. She sighed. Very
practical and very boring. Very much like me. Vice versa. I found your short essay quite intriguing. Really? He was just saying he was being nice. And then she remembered he was a frog. It's funny how she forgot everything. Will you read to me again tomorrow? If her ridiculously big smile doesn't scare
him off, of course, nothing she's written can. I'd love to. And you... be my friend? He asked weakly. The request was charming and modest. Only if you're mine in return. Grumble's mouth opened wide in what Sunday took to being a frog's smile. And... If I can be so brave, Miss Woodcater. Sunday... Do
you think you could find it in your heart. . Kiss me? She wondered how long it would take before he got around asking. The kiss of the maiden was a common means for his special charm. Sunday would have been rejected without a thought. But he was so polite, and she she of course, the only girl he will
encounter for a very long time. It was the least she could do. His skin was bumpy and slightly moist, but she tried not to think about it. After she kissed him, she quickly straightened up and retreated. She wasn't sure what to expect. A shower of sparks? Some kind of explosion? Either way, she wanted to
stay away from what was involved in turning the frog back into a human being. Sunday was waiting. And I waited. Nothing happened. They looked at each other for a long time afterwards. I don't have to go back, you know, in case you suggested just being polite. Oh no, he said quickly. I'm looking forward
to hearing about your sisters. Please come back tomorrow. Then I will, after I've done my business. But I have to go now before I get sweated. Mom will expect me to help with dinner. She stood and brushed that dirt she could off her skirt. Good night, Grumble. Until tomorrow, Sunday. Sunday. enchanted
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